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Abstract: Software testing plays a pivotal role in entire software development
lifecycle. It provides researchers with extensive opportunities to develop novel
methods for the optimized and cost-effective test suite Although implementation
of such a cost-effective test suite with regression testing is being under explora-
tion still it contains lot of challenges and flaws while incorporating with any of
the new regression testing algorithm due to irrelevant test cases in the test suite
which are not required. These kinds of irrelevant test cases might create certain
challenges such as code-coverage in the test suite, fault-tolerance, defects due
to uncovered-statements and overall-performance at the time of execution. With
this objective, the proposed a new Modified Particle Swarm optimization used
for multi-objective test suite optimization. The experiment results involving six
subject programs show that MOMPSO method can outer perform with respect
to both reduction rate (90.78% to 100%) and failure detection rate (44.56% to
55.01%). Results proved MOMPSO outperformed the other stated algorithms.

Keywords: Regression testing; test suite reduction; test case generation

1 Introduction

Software testing in Software Industry must be conducted thoroughly and should be kept continuous.
Some challenges do arise due to the frequency with which software testing is performed in conjunction to
software development. With every development it is must to perform one round of testing including
sanity testing but sometimes this pattern does not get followed due to some reason like either the resource
availability is not spontaneous or often executing all the test cases is quite time-consuming process [1–4].
Thus, it is being devised that some test case reduction applications can be explored for enhancement of
the overall process of software testing.

Regression Testing makes use of the redundant way of testing the entire test suite but re-testing of the
entire test suite is quite advantageous as it helps in making the overall test suite incorporate with some
modified test cases also which is considered a good practice as it helps in identifying and predict the
upcoming errors or endangered behaviors that might exist within the test-suite [5–7]. Some optimization
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strategies are required to introduce for solving the amplification of number of test cases with evolution of
system software simultaneously [5,8–10]. Therefore, many optimization techniques are proposed in order
to reduce the efforts put for regression testing by selecting few test cases from the existing test-suite
[1,4,11–14]. Test case selection is one of the major roles in regression testing. With the selected test
cases, the testing team will spend less time for identifying the problem. In this research we focused
MOPSO Algorithm for test suite reduction in which we have used effective parameters for selecting the
test cases in order to improve cost of selection process [15–18] .When any meta-heuristic related model is
used for test case reduction technique then two very prime principles which must be used in contradiction
whenever needed where first principle says that exploration of the space of search is very important and
another principle emphasizes on exploiting the optimal solutions [3,6,7].

Another important parameter which plays a very significant role in regression testing is statement
coverage which ensures that the majority of the paths of the given test case execution is performed based
on traditional approach which involves some more factors like coverage information including statement
[19–21], DU pair [22], branch etc. [23–25].But still some problem persists in the algorithm like for large
systems the coverage of path is a tedious task as it is more time-consuming with respect to parameter of
statement coverage or coverage information within the source code [13,16]. The main problem of the
usage of this algorithm is its complexity in terms of computation which can be achieved when cyclomatic
complexity is less than 10.

In order to satisfy the first principle related to search of space can be improvised more by balancing the
exploration and exploitation feature efficiently. In this research, two different search space created to achieve
multi objective optimization that includes cost, history, frequency, fault detection rate, coverage etc. Further
if the need is to improvise the overall balance by following approach where two or more search space can get
combined easily. Two different search spaces create the motivation to adopt the binary version of MOMPSO
that really helps in reducing test cases by selecting more efficient and relevant set of test cases. Thus, the real
motivation comes from the mentioned context of efficient test case reduction process and improvised test
cases in the entire test suite that MOMPSO can be accepted as a revised and extracted test case suite for
investigation and research. Hence main research emphasis and objectives of this paper were as follows:

� Comparison of performance is performed on the basis of certain parameters such as execution of test
cases, presence of test-cases in the test bed, time consumed to perform the execution of test cases and
time consumed to execute test cases against traditional approach of testing.

� To explore more of MOMPSO h algorithm which is never being researched and investigated in any of
the earlier literature review surveys for test case reduction techniques in order to identify some
selected set of test cases in the entire test suite.

� A brief comparison and investigation need to be performed once the MOMPSO algorithm is applied
to ten different benchmark programs and then compared with other hybrid algorithms like genetic
algorithm, normal PSO and normal GWO (BGWO) [19,20].

Structuring of rest of the paper is performed in the following manner where Section 2 elucidates
information for optimization and information for test case reduction problem. Section 3 provides an
overview about proposed algorithm. Section 4 illustrates and describes for application of proposed
MOMPSO algorithm for test case reduction. Section 5 demonstrates the activity performed on the
existing results with some inferences regarding the empirical evaluation.
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2 Related Work

Anu et al. has surveyed different angles related to TSR problem and they selected more than 70 papers
and categorized into different area includes defect estimation method test input reduction, test automation
test, test strategy and quality after and before which based on different strategy to optimizing test suite
[2–5].

PSO, GA, GWO and APSO are the other four algorithms which are used for automatic generation of test
cases that are basically distance based fitness function used for covering the path and test case generation
[5,13,18,22,23]. Out of PSO and APSO, after the study and research ASPO is considered more profound
and effective for any searching mechanism related to software testing [6,8]. But again, it is not used for
test case reduction and test case execution rather it is used for enhancing TSR capabilities as depicted
earlier. ACO algorithm is considered one of the most wanted and effective algorithms because of its
feature of easy selection, prioritization and generation of test cases [7,8]. The most promising feature
because of which it is selected for optimization technique is its ability to perform the entire software
coverage without possessing any redundant set of test cases. Somewhat similar software optimization
algorithms like swarm-based optimization are adopted more and more as this swarm fused algorithms can
be used to generate efficient automated test environment with other software for applying and used as
reduction techniques [9,10,14,15]. PSO algorithm was first developed by James Kennedy and Russell in
1995.basic idea of algorithm gathered from two main concepts one is observation of animal habits such
as bird and fish and second one is the field of evolutional computation such as a genetic algorithm. It
maintains multiple potential solution of one time [7,11,12,17]. In every iteration of the algorithm, an
object function evaluates each solution to determine its fitness and a particle is used to represent a
solution in the fitness landscape. The position of particle is updated in the search space by

xtþ1
i ¼ xti þ vtþ1

i with x0i � U (1)

Basically, two variation of PSO algorithm, one is global best and local best that have developed based on
size of the neighborhoods [13,26–28]. In global best PSO, considering minimization problem, then the
personal best in each iteration is calculated as

Ptþ1
best;i ¼

Pt
best;i

xtþ1
i

�
if f xtþ1

i

� �
.Pt

best;i

if f xtþ1
i

� � � Pt
best;i

(2)

The global best position Gbest at time step is calculated as

Gbest ¼ min Pt
best;i

n o
; where i 2 1; . . . ::; n½ � and n. 1 (3)

The velocity of particle i is calculated as

vtþ1
ij ¼ vtij þ c1 r

t
1 j P

t
best;i � xtij

h i
þ c2r

t
2 j Gbest � xtij

h i
(4)

In local best PSO, the velocity of particle i is calculated as

vtþ1
ij ¼ vtij þ c1 r

t
1 j P

t
best;i � xtij

h i
þ c2r

t
2 j Gbest � xtij

h i
(5)

There is some parameter which are required to improve performance [26–28]. The basic parameters are
no of particle, stopping criteria, velocity and coefficients factor. The term c1rt1j P

t
best;i � xtij

h i
is used for

calculating performance of the particle i relative to previous performance.c1 and c2 are coefficients,
together with random values of r1 and r2. There are some properties of c1 and c2. The property follows
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� When c1 = c2 = 0 (all particles flying at their current speed until boundary in search space), the
velocity is determined by

vtþ1
ij ¼ vtij (6)

� When c1>0 and c2 = 0 (all particles are independent), the velocity is determined by

vtþ1
ij ¼ vtij þ c1r

t
1j P

t
best;i � xtij

h i
(7)

� When c2>0 and c2 = 0 (all attached to a single point), the velocity become

vtþ1
ij ¼ vtij þ c2r

t
2j Gbest � xtij

h i
for gbest PSO (8)

vtþ1
ij ¼ vtij þ c2r

t
2j Lbest;i � xtij

h i
for local best PSO (9)

The particle fly or swarm through the search space to find the maximum value returned by the objective
function and each particle maintains position in the search space, velocity and its individual best position,
[11,12,17].

Swarm Intelligence (SI) algorithm is considered one of the novel algorithms which is used for
performance improvement by allowing PSO in TSR for solving the multi-objective issue [5,14,19]. Also,
PSO prioritization helps in improving the test cases execution time by considering selected set of test
cases and eliminating the irrelevant set of test cases in turn helping by improving the code coverage
information as well [18,20,29,30]. One more interesting feature of PSO algorithm is that it helps in
generating improvised APFD results when compared with random ordering [31–33]. PSO algorithm has a
capability of improving fault detection but does not focus much on the PSO performance when compared
with the SI algorithms in TSR [7,14,20,26].

3 Methodology

In this section, we present new approach for test suite reduction problem. First, we present a proposed
algorithm framework in Section 3.1 second the step by step implementation of MOMPSO is present in
Section 3.2. There are two level of algorithm in which first level used for reducing number test cases
form larger suite and second level used for reducing number of test cases from smaller suite.

3.1 Proposed Algorithm (MOMPSO)

Algorithm 1: MOMPSO algorithm

Begin algorithm
1. Initialization
1.1 Initial position of particle

For each test case Ti in Test Suite
Ti[[PX1] = Random position of coverage matrix
Ti[[PX2] = Random position of cost matrix
End loop

1.2 Initial velocity of particle
For each test case Ti in Test Suite
Ti[[VX1] = coverage value of Ti in the column of position of Ti [PX1]

Ti VX1½ � ¼ Pcolumn value of position of Ti PX2½ �

j¼1
value of ti from cost matrix½ �

(Continued)
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3.2 Case Study

3.2.1 Test Function and Its Control Flow Graph
For clarification and validation purposes, this paper considered a test function to illustrate the proposed

scheme’s working. This test function is composed of 12 statements, and each information residing in the test
function is assigned a random weightage value that lies in a range of 0 to 1. The weight factor assignment to
every statement explains the criticality of the data and conditions that these statements are holding (Tab. 1).

Algorithm 1 (continued)

2. Loop I=1 to max_iteration
2.1 For each test case Ti in Test Suite
Testcase Fitnessð Þ ¼ V X1ð Þ=2ð Þ�costoftestcase þ V X2ð Þ
2.2 Find Pbest and Gbest of test case using below formula
If (Prev_Pbest >= curr_Pbest) then Pbest(Tc) = prev_Pbest(Tc)
else
Pbest(Tc) = curr_Pbest(Tc)
2.3 For each test case Ti in Test Suite
Update position of particle and velocity using below constraints

Dbest=(Gbest-Pbest) *wi where 0.2 <= wi <= 0.5, C=1.5
If (Dbest >= C and Dbest! = 0) Then
Vel(X2) = value. Rand (up, bot, top. Dia, bot. Dia) And Pos(X2) =Vel(X2)
else
Pos(X2) =Vel(X2)

If (Dbest >= C)
Vel (X1) = value. Rand (bot, top. Dia, bot. Dia, next) and Pos(X1) =Vel(X1)
else
Pos(X1) =Vel(X1)

End loop (2.3)
End Loop (2)
return TSR

End algorithm

Table 1: Test function

Test function (A, B, C, D) Weight factor

1. Total = 0; 0.1

2. if(A<B) 0.1

3. Total = A; 0.2

Else

4. Total = B; 0.6

5. if (B<C && C>D) 0.4

{

6. if(C>A) 0.3

8. Total = A+B; 0.5
(Continued)
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3.2.2 Initial Test Suite and Parameters for Test Suite Reduction
To get started with the methodology, we set up an initial test case pool that consists of all the test cases to

be implemented to test the source code (Tab. 1). For this particular case study, ‘12’ test cases are necessitated.
We formulated a coverage matrix that indicates the test case coverage value for the corresponding statement.
Algorithm ‘2’ elucidates how the values are assigned to each cell present in Tab. 2.

Through the utilization of the coverage information from Tab. 2 [4,21] and the weight factor values from
Tab. 1, we calculated the cost involved in processing the whole source code by every test case with the
following equation [15,16].

Cost Tið Þ ¼
Xk
j¼1

C Sjð Þ �WFjð Þ½ � (10)

The higher the cost, the most consequential the test case is. Also, a History information depository is
maintained, which generally is storage for historical details of every test case in regression testing
[4,17,18,21]. It includes the number of times a particular test case is being deployed, the faults disclosed
by the test cases, and the severity of detected defects.

Table 1 (continued)

Test function (A, B, C, D) Weight factor

Else

9. Total = A+C; 0.3

}

Else

7. if (D<A && C>A) 0.4

10. Total = A+C 0.2

Else

11. Total = A+D 0.8

12. return(total) 0.1

Algorithm 2: Generation of Coverage Matrix for Search Space1

Input: T (Set of test cases) = {T1, T2, T3…. Tn}, Statements inside test function, Sj where ‘j’ denotes the
number of processing statement.
Output: Coverage matrix
Begin:

For statement Sj in source code
If test case in T covers statement Sj

Then return ‘1’ Otherwise ‘0’
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As shown in Tab. 3, the depository displays each test case’s history factor and the test case potentialities
of revealing the past defects. With test coverage as one of the essential aspects, understanding how often a
single statement is being traversed during execution is also equally important. This notion will present an in-
depth view for test cases covering a specific statement that explains that after applying a reduction scheme,
the statement that is less frequent and possesses critical data should remain intact with reduced test cases. For
example, the frequency factor for statement 1 would be 8/8 i.e.,’1’, which justifies that statement ‘1’ is more
frequently appeared in almost all the paths and is of less importance. Therefore, we have taken a value ‘0’ as
the final FF for the statements having frequency ‘1’. For less recurrent statements as, in our case, S3 and
S4 will have a frequency of ‘0.5’; we considered a slight increment of ‘.25’ for S3 and S4 as contrasted
to the final FF value of S1. Moreover, the broad range that we opted for is, if the statement frequency
appeared to be equal or more than 50%, then the final FF would be ‘0.25’. Statements with a frequency
of less than 50% are allotted a value of ‘0.50’.

As shown in Tab. 4, the equation stated below [19,25].

FrequencyFactor FFð Þ ¼ No of times statement appeared in all independentpaths

Total number of paths
(11)

Table 2: Coverage matrix

Test Id Statement

T[i,j] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

T1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

T2 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

T3 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

T4 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

T5 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

T6 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

T7 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

T8 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

T9 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1

T10 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

T11 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

T12 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1

Table 3: History information depository

TC T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12

HF 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.9 0.7 0.6

Fault rate 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.5
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The coverage matrix’s contribution in knowing which test case covers which statement is a restricted
form of information. Also, exploiting only two parameters, i.e., weight factor and test coverage, for
quantifying the test cases’ cost will not help in achieving an effective solution. Therefore, we used a
multi-objective approach and established another source of valuable data, which is a different
manifestation. The matrix format presented in Tab. 5 used the underneath formula to calculate the cost
factor of each test case regarding each statement.

Cost ¼ coverage � statement costð Þ þ History valueþ fault detection rate � Testcase cost

þ statement frequency
(12)

For example: The value of cell (1, 1) is calculated as: cost (T1, S1) = (1*0.9) +0.2+0.4*2.1+0 = 1.14

3.2.3 Experimental Parameter Settings
In the setup, the population size is taken to be ‘12’, which directly denotes the number of test cases. The

number of decision variables is decided to be’ 2’ for each iteration, i.e., the coverage and cost matrix, which
are also the search spaces for our work. The acceleration factor curbs the distance progressed by the particle
(test case) in the iteration. This paper considered the value of acceleration coefficient (C1) to be ‘0’, which
illustrates particle movement in a forward manner [12,20,26]. The convergence functioning of PSO is
controlled by inertia weight. Initially, we have taken a range of [0.2-0.5] for the inertia weight, though we
practiced applying minimum inertia factor while updating the position and population in the search space.

3.2.4 Initial Position and Initial Velocity
For the first iteration, the population and the velocities are generated randomly. As denoted in Tab. 6,

X1 is the representative variable for the coverage matrix, and X2 is the representative variable for the
cost matrix. Initially, the particles are randomly dispersed in the coverage search space with certain

Table 4: Frequency factor

Statement S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12

Frequency factor 0 0 0.25 0.25 0 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0

Table 5: Cost matrix

Test case S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12

T1 1.14 1.14 1.29 1.89 1.44 1.59 1.29 2.04 1.54 1.54 1.54 1.14

T2 1.65 1.65 1.8 2.4 1.95 1.8 2.2 2.05 2.05 2.05 2.85 1.65

T3 0.62 0.62 0.97 0.77 0.92 0.77 1.17 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.82 0.62

T4 1.11 1.11 1.26 1.86 1.41 1.56 1.26 2.01 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.11

T5 1.66 1.66 2.01 1.81 1.96 2.11 1.81 2.56 2.06 2.06 2.06 1.66

T6 2 2 2.15 2.75 2.3 2.15 2.55 2.4 2.4 2.4 3.2 2

T7 1.85 1.85 2 2.6 2.15 2.3 2 2.75 2.25 2.25 2.25 1.85

T8 0.8 0.8 0.95 1.55 1.1 0.95 1.35 1.2 1.2 1.2 2 0.8

T9 1.91 1.91 2.06 2.66 2.21 2.36 2.06 2.31 2.61 2.31 2.31 1.91
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random positions of velocities, which are mentioned in the cost search space. Cell (T1, X1) with value P (6,
5) highlights the position of test case T1 in the coverage matrix, while cell (T1, X2) with value V (6, 9)
denotes the random assignment of velocity position for T1. We followed a systematic order for updating
the values for the positions mentioned in the X1 and X2 converted into velocity variable. For updating
the values of X1, we referred to the coverage matrix. The cell (T1, X1) of Tab. 8 holds P (6, 5), which
ideally points to cell (T6, S5) of coverage matrix. As the location (T6, S5) decodes the fact of test
coverage by T6 for statement S5, we checked the coverage of processing test case, i.e., T1 in context to
the same statement indicated in the index, that is, S5. Since the cell (T1, S5) holds the value ‘1’, this
value is then updated to the cell (T1, X1) of the velocity table. Once column X1 is fed with the updated
values for all the test cases, the cost matrix is referred for further processing in the X2 column. The value
in cell (T1, X2) of the population table directly signalizes the cost matrix’s cell (T6, S9). The index (T6,
S9) describes the cost of test case T6 in connection with S9, and hence, we aggregated the cost from
statement 1 to statement 9 of T1 (processing test case). After summation, the value acquired will be the
updated value for the cell (T1, X2) of Tab. 8. Likewise, all values in the X2 column are enumerated.

3.2.5 Fitness Calculation
Usually, the fitness function maps the particles’ values to an actual value that must guerdon those

particles that are towards an optimal design solution.

Testcase Fitnessð Þ ¼ V X1ð Þ
2

� �
� cost of test case þ V X2ð Þ (13)

T4 Fitnessð Þ ¼ Value of T4; X1ð Þfrom velocity table

2

� �
� cost of T4

þ ð Value of T4; X2ð Þfrom velocity tableð Þ
(14)

During every iteration, the following two best values for each particle is updated. Foremost is the
particle’s personal best value (Pbest), which defines the particle’s position in the search space. The next
one is Gbest, the global best solution, indicating the best solution among all particles. As the ongoing
computation is for the first iteration only, and no previous fitness figures existed, each test case’s current
fitness value is the Pbest value. Also, each test case knows the finest value in the group (Gbest) among
Pbest. Therefore, as evinced in Tab. 7, 3.11, ‘18.43’ is the procured Gbest value. These Pbest and Gbest
values are modified and updated timely after each iteration.

3.2.6 Updating Position and Velocity
After discovering the two prime values, each test case updates its current position and velocity [12]. The

modified velocity for each test case can be calculated by using information such as the current velocity and
the difference or distance from the Pbest to Gbest. For ensuring whether the distance obtained after applying

Table 6: Initial position and velocity

Test case T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12

Initial velocity

X1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0

X2 13.36 5.1 2.21 9.57 13.02 6.15 8.3 7.5 17.48 17.03 12.1 13.35

Initial position

X1 P(6,5) P(1,2) P(3,4) P(2,3) P(7,8) P(6,7) P(5,1) P(9,3) P(9,6) P(9,7) P(10,4) P(11,7)

X2 V(6,9) V(2,3) V(4,3) V(10,7) V(11,7) V(12,3) V(10,4) V(6,7) V(7,8) V(8,6) V(9,4) V(11,7)
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the formula Dbest ¼ Gbest� Pbestð Þ�wi is far or close to the target, we defined a constant ‘C.’ This
constant will aid in comparing and understanding how far the particle is from the global best value. For
instance, the Dbest of test case T2 will be evaluated as: Dbest of T2= (18.635) *2=2.41.

Compared with the value of ‘C,’ the Dbest of T2 appeared to be sizeable, which is a direct indicator that
the particle’s velocity needs to be modified. This improvement will consider the cost search space. The
current velocity position of T2 is V (2, 3) from the initial population table. The cell corresponding to the
index V (2, 3) in cost search space holds the value ‘1.85’. This cell demonstrates the current velocity
position for test case T2, i.e., T2 from this position can move indiscriminately to directions such as top,
bottom, diagonal or next, with the compulsion that every movement should make the test case even
closer to the target. We observed that the motion of T2 towards its next direction is a more optimal
decision. Consequently, we updated the cell position of T2 in the X2 column of the population table, i.e.,
the altered velocity position for T2 now becomes V (2, 4). We considered movingT2 towards the bottom
direction, and then the location of T2 is updated into the cell (T1, X1) of Tab. 7, i.e., P (2, 2).
Furthermore, the fitness computation procedure for the second iteration will be similar to the initial iteration.

After this iteration, the Pbest and Gbest values of test cases are again inspected. Tab. 8 depicted that the
Gbest value remains the same, while the Pbest value of each test case is modified according to the following
rule:

If prev_Pbest>=curr_Pbest then Pbest=prev_Pbest else Pbest=curr_Pbest

This process of updating the particle’s fitness, current position and velocity until it reaches close to the
target continues until the final iteration [12,17,18]. The values for fitness attained by the particle are
documented in Tab. 9.

Table 7: Potential solution (Fitness) of each test case

Test case T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12

Fitness value 14.41 6.35 2.21 9.57 13.87 7.4 9.35 7.5 18.43 18.08 13.15 13.35

Table 8: Updated position and velocity

Test case T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12

Updated Velocity

X1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0

X2 13.36 7.5 2.21 9.57 13.02 8.9 10.45 8.7 17.48 17.03 12.1 13.35

Updated Position

X1 P(6,5) P(2,2) P(4,5) P(2,4) P(7,8) P(7,8) P(6,2) P(9,4) P(9,6) P(9,7) P(10,4) P(11,7)

X2 V(6,9) V(2,4) V(5,3) V(11,7) V(11,7) V(11,4) V(11,5) V(7,8) V(7,8) V(8,6) V(9,4) V(11,7)

Table 9: Fitness after the final iteration

Test case T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12

Fitness value 14.82 18.32 12.80 14.82 20.12 21.12 21.12 10.21 15.45 24.27 19.71 28.28
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Since the maximal generation has arrived, the particles close to the global best value are extracted from
Tab. 9. As mentioned earlier, we set a norm of selecting ‘6’ most prominent test cases out of ‘12’, Reduced
Test suite will have following set of test cases.

RTS= {T5, T6, T7, T10, T11, T12}.

4 Experimental Inferences

4.1 Research Questions

RQ1: List some of the advantages with effectiveness for using the proposed algorithm in terms of rate of
increase in time, number of reductions of test-cases and overall efficiency of any testing process [15,19].

The Figs. 1 to 6 indicates that proposed approach is more appropriate one for reduction problem.
Moreover, it is observed and estimated that the proposed method is much more effective when the
calculated sets compared with number of ties is more. As per Figs. 1 to 6, proposed approach decreases
no of test cases in test suite and increases coverage, cost, fault rate and overall efficiency of testing
process. By considering the result of different application, proposed approach is more efficient for solving
test suite reduction problem [4,15,16,32,34].

RQ2: In the performance parameter of proposed algorithm, list some of the effects with respect to
parameter d (depth parameter) [12,15,35].

What are the effects of the depth parameter, d, in the performance of the proposed algorithm?

Figure 1: Reduction rate (%)

Figure 2: Code coverage (%)
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In terms comparing basic PSO, GWO, ACO, Genetic and MOMPSO, the results show that MOMPSO
significantly better than other approach because reduction rate, coverage, cost, history, fault and execution
time more effective parameter for test case as well as test suite reduction problem. To increasing the
performance of algorithm [15–17,21,25]. MOMPSO uses multiple parameter such as weight, cost of test
case, coverage, fitness of test cases and two search space for finding optimal test cases .Due this reason ,
parameters which we have considered for reduction algorithm and performance analysis are more
efficient for solving test reduction problem [3,17].

Figure 3: Cost factor

Figure 4: Fault detection Rate

Figure 5: Overall efficiency
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4.2 Subject Programs for Testing

Experiments are performed using 6 different open source java programs and the source code is available
which can be downloaded with the following link: https://sourceforge.net. This link contains lot of
information and earlier studies with prominent literature surveys and reviews regarding selection
techniques which prove out to be useful for all the comparative studies performed so far. The average of
classification accuracy, fitness function, reduced feature, and computational time for all application using
the proposed method are achieved good reduction percentage, coverage, cost, fault and execution time
that shown in Figs. 1–6.

4.3 Results for Other Problems

To prove the performance of proposed approach for other than reduction problem, The MOMPSO
algorithm tested against 9 standard commercial projects from different open source library, ten instance,
100 number of features has been considered for performance analysis. The parameters of the proposed
approach are set as following

� No of particle = 20

� Maximum number of iterations = 100

� Inertia weight is 0.2 to 0.5

All the above values are applied to test the performance of proposed approach. For other algorithm such
as ACO, GWO, SI (Swarm Intelligence), Tabu Search and simulated annealing are identical to their own
parameter used s.For evolution metrics, information is portioned into three equivalent parts (validation,
training, testing) of data. Dividing of data is repeated more no of time to increasing quality of process.
The following measures are tested in each run.

� Average of classification accuracy measures set of selected features for more accuracy when algorithm
runs N times [16,18].

ACA ¼ 1

n

Xk
j¼1

CAj½ � Where CAj� classification of accuracy of jth iteration: (15)

� Average selected feature (ASF) measures the average selected feature to the overall feature when
algorithm runs N times [4,21,35].

Figure 6: Execution time
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ASF ¼ 1

n

Xk
j¼1

SFj½ � Where SFj� selected feature in jth iteration: (16)

� The mean fitness function (MFF) measures average value of fitness achieved when algorithm runs n
times [4,22].

MFF ¼ 1

n

Xk
j¼1

FFj½ � Where FFj� fitness function in jth iteration: (17)

� The best fitness function returns the minimum value of fitness when algorithm runs N times.
BF = for I to N min (Fj)
Where Fj = fitness value of j th iteration.

� The worst fitness function returns the maximum value of fitness when algorithm runs N times.
BF = for I to N max (Fj)
Where Fj = fitness value of jth iteration.

As per the results in Fig. 7, classification accuracy of proposed MOMPSO confirms significantly better
results than other methods on the majority of the application where MOMPSO provides average number of
classification accuracy of 0.871111, while the number of classification accuracy of the SI is 0.802222 which
is the closest method to our proposed method.

According to the results in Fig. 8, the average of selected features of proposed MOMPSO confirms
significantly better results than other methods on the majority of the application where MOMPSO
provides average number of selected features of 7.253333, while the number of selected features of the SI
is 8.437778 which is the closest method to our proposed method.SI approach is closer to other approach
as well as proposed approach.

Figure 7: Classification accuracy

Figure 8: Feature selection
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Figs. 9 and 10 shows that the average and best respectively. As per the table, the proposed MOMPSO
confirms little bit better results than other methods where MOMPSO provides average number of means, best
and worst fitness while the number of fitness of SA is the closest method to our proposed method. In some
cases, SI is closest to our proposed approach. At the same SA and Si are close to other method with a minor
difference. The good achievement of the proposed MOMPSO method indicates its ability to control the
trade-off between the exploitation and exploration during optimization iterations.

4.4 Result for Few More Reduction Problems

To prove RQ1 and RQ2, Tab. 10 provides different parameter for calculating efficiency of different
approach. Figs. 11 and 12 presents box plots of the experimental results. Here box plot gives the mean
(square), median(line) and upper and lower quartile (percentage range) for the techniques.

� In MOMPSO method, the reduction rate of sim_data is 48.17 % and it is 48.10% for GWO method.
Compared with the GWO method, the proposed method only has a slightly lower reduction rate for
sim_data, but difference is only 0.7%. Compared with other method, the MOMPSO method has
highest average reduction rate of various method is in Fig. 11 which also answers the RQ1 and RQ2.

� For failure detection rate, compared with all the methods, the average failure detection rate of
MOMPSO is 95.94%, which can detect almost all the error in the program. The failure rate of
various method is shown in Fig. 12, which also answer the RQ1 and RQ2.

Figure 9: Mean fitness

Figure 10: Best fitness
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Figure 11: Test suite reductions (%)

Figure 12: Fault detection rate (%)

Table 10: Experimental result of MOMPSO

Program Test suite reduction (%) Fault detection rate (%)

MOMPSO GWO GA ACO MOMPSO GWO GA ACO

Gen_mod 52.18 49.18 49.11 37.12 99 98 96.23 94

Ent_mod 51.23 47.16 43.08 33.78 92.7 89.89 85.6 80.34

Sim_data 48.17 48.1 42.01 48.18 94.29 91.99 88.16 87.34

Dev_mod 44.56 38.18 41.19 38.38 99.3 97.13 90.12 88.45

Rev_mod 49.86 44.23 45.99 46.05 99.16 96.34 88.45 87.45

Skel_Data 51.01 49.1 40.03 42.87 90.78 89.15 87.1 85.63

Spec_mod 47.78 46.93 47.4 48.19 100 97.1 99 94.5

Due_Rep_Data 46.57 43.18 42.21 43.99 89.3 87 85.78 82.23

Tax_info 49.1 45.19 39.99 42.01 99 97.43 90.05 88.24

Mean 48.94 45.69 43.44 42.28 95.94 93.78 90.05 87.57
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5 Conclusions and Potential Direction

It is concluded and estimated that some parameter and single search space for optimization can degrade
the performance of various optimization algorithms. To break the issue, multiple parameters and two
different dependent search space for test case selection. Most important observation of the newly
proposed technique is its efficiency to handle multiple parameters and two different search spaces to find
optimal solution. A lot of observation and study is performed simultaneously in order to arrive at the
conclusion of using newly derived algorithm (MOMPSO) we propose Modified PSO algorithm for test
suite reduction and select test cases from larger test suite and also this approach more useful when we
have smaller test suite. In order to get the degree of performance with newly proposed algorithm a
continuous study with different cases are performed and then evaluation is done based on comparative
study including set of different programs.

In future, the fault history information for version specific regression testing, and the severity of the
faults can be jointly considered to improve multi objective optimization for reduction process. Different
heuristic approach can be framed, each regarding an independent objective. Then, the different heuristics
are multiplied to get more optimal one. Additionally, this research is observed that when the correlation
between the sets and test-cases are not handled properly then the performance gets hampered and is not
desirable. Potential direction is to handle the issue with a newly proposed algorithm based on correlation
value bounded with the performance parameter within the technique.
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